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Scramble To Sell
CGE POWER REMOVES DRAX FROM 
ITS CROSSHAIRS 
CGE Power’s attempt to acquire Drax, Europe’s largest power plant, appears to be
slipping from its grasp, after at least two of CGE’s sponsors recently divested their debt
and equity positions in the 4 GW coal-fired station.  

Abbey National, one of seven project finance lenders to the U.K. power sector that are
behind CGE, sold a roughly GBP30 million four-tranche debt and equity position at the
beginning of this month. It was shortly followed by HypoVereinsbank and another un-
named CGE sponsor, say debt brokers. Calls to both firms were not returned.

CGE’s sponsors, Abbey, Bayerische Landesbank, HBOS, HVB, Lloyds TSB, Royal
Bank of Scotland and WestLB signed a pact last year preventing any of them from

(continued on page 12)

WORENKLEIN-LED PRIVATE EQUITY GROUP
STRUCTURES PPA FOR NYC MERCHANT BID
A group of private equity investors, led by former Société Générale global head of
project finance Jay Worenklein, has structured a bid for a portfolio of merchant power
plants in New York City that includes a long-dated offtake contract with UBS. The
structure is noteworthy because it may set a precedent for narrowing the bid/offer spread
on other merchant generation sales and also appears to signal a renewed commitment by
UBS to the wholesale power market, according to officials familiar the deal. Bids for
Reliant Energy’s approximately 2,100 MW New York City generation portfolio were
filed last Thursday. 

Worenklein declined comment, citing confidentiality agreements. Calls to Louise
Kitchen, managing director at UBS in Stamford, Conn., were not returned. 

(continued on page 12)

ARCLIGHT SEEN LEADING THE PACK 
TO LAND NEGT QF BIZ 
ArcLight Capital Partners has emerged as the lead contender to acquire a portfolio of
stakes in 12 qualifying facilities being auctioned by National Energy & Gas
Transmission. 

A market watcher close to NEGT, formerly PG&E National Energy Group, says
executives at the IPP have been saying that Boston-based ArcLight has presented the sweetest
bid and suggest the private equity firm could be awarded preferred bidder status within the
next two months. PFR was unable to ascertain the value of ArcLight’s bid, but one investor
that has evaluated the portfolio suggests it is probably worth around $650 million. 

Natalie Wymer, spokeswoman at NEGT in Bethseda, Md., and Robb Turner, senior
partner at ArcLight in New York, did not return calls.

(continued on page 12)
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Web Exclusives 
Tenaska’s latest mini-perm
refinancing in the bond market
was almost four times
oversubscribed, reflecting investor
comfort with contracted plants.

London boutique Oxenbridge is close
to landing a portfolio of contracted
thermal and hydroelectric plants in
Italy owned by steel maker Lucchini.

For the full stories go to PFR’s Web
site (www.iipower.com) 
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TNP Sale Nets Strong Interest
The Goldman Sachs-led sale of TNP Enterprises has netted

a flurry of bidder interest. As many as 60 potential investors
asked to receive the asset sales memorandum, bankers say. Of the suitors, two-
thirds are reportedly financial players and one-third strategic investors. 

The TNP business comprises two subsidiaries, Texas-New Mexico Power
Co., which provides regulated power to over 200,000 customers in Texas and
New Mexico, and First Choice Power, the fourth-largest retail electricity
provider in Texas with a 3.2% market share.

Duke Deal Implies Merchant Assets 
Are Worthless, Says Banker
Duke Energy’s recent sale of its Southeast generation portfolio suggests that
the going rate for un-contracted power plants languishes at close to nothing.
Duke sold the 5,325 MW portfolio to MatlinPatterson for $475 million, a
price that suggests everything but the 620 MW of contracted assets in the
portfolio was valued at close to zero, say financiers. 

The going rate for contracted plant sales over the past year is around
$750 per KW, which is just about equal to the $766 per KW that
MaitlinPatterson paid for the contracted Duke assets, calculates a senior
banker at advisory boutique Aegis Energy in New York. “The Duke price
implies that the buyer essentially paid full value for the contracted assets
and minimal value, if any, for the rest of the portfolio,” says the banker.

The same seems to be the case with American Electric Power’s recent sale of
its Texas portfolio, where the total sale price roughly mirrors the market value of
the contracted assets in the portfolio. The banker calculates that the weighted
average price of power plant sales in recent years is $219 per KW (see table above
for asset sale values this year and www.iipower.com for the previous two years). 

While the universe of buyers for contracted assets has been robust and sellers
have been getting fair value—based on contracted cash flows minus estimated
operating costs—the market for uncontracted assets has been less robust, says
the banker. “Buyers are essentially taking a small bet on a pick-up in value that
merchant facilities might receive from a market turnaround,” he adds.

But, one market watcher says he doesn’t think the value of uncontracted
assets is as low as these estimates. “They are certainly worth only a fraction of
the replacement cost, but I wouldn’t value them quite at zero,” he says. 
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Plant Sales In 2004
Price MW Percent MW Price/

Date Facility Location ($ MM) (Gross) Owned (Net) KW

1/16/04 El Paso Portfolio (12 plants) Various $920.0 1,850 N/A 1,850 $497
1/16/04 Calpine Lost Pines 1 Texas $150.0 545 50% 273 $550
1/28/04 CLECO Perryville La. $170.0 718 100% 718 $237
1/29/04 Tractebel Ripon Cogen (2 plants) Calif. $80.0 90 100% 90 $889
1/30/04 AEP Oklaunion Vt. & Texas $42.8 692 8% 54 $792
3/10/04 AEP QF’s (4 plants) Fla. & Colo. $156.0 563 49% 276 $565
3/15/04 AEP Texas (10 plants) Texas $430.0 3,813 100% 3,813 $113
3/31/04 Dynegy (2 plants) Texas & Mich. $103.0 547 50% 274 $377
4/2/04 Calpine Brazos Texas $175.0 570 100% 570 $307
4/22/04 FPL’s Bastrop Energy Texas $173.0 540 100% 540 $320
5/4/04 Duke SE Portfolio (8 plants) Southeast $475.0 5,325 100% 5,325 $89
5/6/04 NRG Batesville Miss. $330.5 837 100% 837 $395
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Oil Shop Eyes Big Apple 
Gas Expansion
Petro-Diamond Risk Management, a London-based oil
derivatives trading company, is looking to launch a gas
derivatives trading desk next year.

Ken Yamaguchi, head of trading in London, told PFR in an
e-mail last week that Petro-Diamond, a fully owned subsidiary of
Mitsubishi Corp., was set up in 2003 and trades oil and oil
product derivatives and swaps out of London, but intends to
expand into New York and Tokyo next year. “When we expand to
New York, we are planning to start gas trading as well,” he said. 

IPE Honcho Joins Stock 
Market Fledgling
Steve Gutteridge, head of development and a board member at
the International Petroleum Exchange, has been appointed
Chairman of London energy company Star Energy. The
appointment came as the five-year old power, gas and oil
company prepared to float through an initial public offering
on London’s Alternative Investment Market late last week. 

Gutteridge, a former managing director at U.K. utility
SEEBOARD, joined the IPE in 2000, and his experience of
the energy market is likely to underpin the stock market’s faith
in Star Energy, says one market watcher.

Star Energy, which primarily focuses on developing new
on-shore gas storage facilities, but also owns several small
power plants, was set to have a market capitalization around
the GBP105 million mark, according to press reports. Calls to
Gutteridge and CEO Roland Wessel, were not returned. 

Hedge Fund Hires Energy Pair 
In Houston Push
D.B. Zwirn & Co., a special situations and distressed debt
hedge fund, has opened a Houston office and has hired two
well-know energy sector financiers as part of a new push into
the utility sphere.

The Houston effort is led by Todd Dittmann, senior v.p., who
recently joined from Jefferies & Co., where he was a managing
director in the firm’s energy investment banking group. 

Zwirn also has hired Andrea Feinstein, an experienced hedge
fund utility investor, as a senior v.p. of corporate securities. She
was previously with Millennium International Management
where she served as v.p. with the firm’s utilities fund. 

AT D.B Zwirn Feinstein will lead a new initiative in utility
equity hedging and will also supplement the firm’s utilities-
related efforts in credit arbitrage and lending, according to a

D.B. Zwirn letter sent to investors. 
Prior to joining Millennium, Feinstein was v.p. with New

York hedge fund Angelo Gordon where she also covered the
utility sector.

Feinstein, Dittmann and a D.B. Zwirn spokeswoman,
declined to comment.

NEGT Divides New England 
Genco Auction
National Energy & Gas Transmission (NEGT) has divided
the sale process for its 3,695 MW USGen New England
portfolio into two separate auctions of fossil fuel plants and
hydroelectric assets. NEGT and its financial adviser Lazard
Frères have made the move to open the bidding process to a
wider range of buyers. Calls to NEGT were not returned. 

One market watcher says most of the interest at this stage
is focused on NEGT’s hydro portfolio, which consists of
581 MW of capacity provided by a series of dams along the
Connecticut and Deerfield Rivers.

NEGT decided to divest its New England portfolio last
winter as part of its ongoing attempts to emerge from
bankruptcy (PFR, 2/29). The portfolio consists mainly of
merchant gas and coal-fired power plants. 

Toronto-based Brascan reportedly had been interested in
buying the plants, and had come close to buying them in the
past (PFR, 4/28/03). 

NY Hedge Funds Finance 
Batesville Acquisition
Sandell Asset Management and Stonehill Capital Management,
two New York-based hedge funds, have agreed to provide the
equity financing for Complete Energy Partners’ $26.5 million
purchase of the 837 MW Batesville power plant in Mississippi
from NRG Energy. Milton Scott, managing partner at
Complete Energy, said two “large equity funds” were providing
the funding, but declined to reveal their identity.

The Batesville acquisition is likely to close in July, subject to
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission approval. As part of
the deal, Complete Energy will take on $300 million in
outstanding debt from NRG. Scott says there are no plans to
refinance this debt.

Offtake contracts attached to the Batesville plant attracted
Complete Energy to the deal, as did the pricing, says Scott.
“Sometimes you just end up being in the right place at the right
time,” he says, noting that NRG is restructuring as it emerges
from bankruptcy, and was likely eager to get $300 million in
debt off its balance sheet.
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Deutsche Bank Honcho 
Calls It a Day…
Rob Foulston, head of distressed debt at Deutsche Bank in
London, resigned from the firm earlier this month and is
reportedly set to leave the securities industry for a fresh challenge
as a hotelier. Foulston led the Deutsche Bank team that for the
past 18 months has become one of the most active proprietary
investors and brokers of distressed U.K. power plant debt. Last
December, for example, the investment bank acquired a large
chunk of Drax Power debt from Mizuho Corporate, making it
the largest single loan holder in the 4 GW coal-fired plant
(PFR, 12/22). The bank also has been an active trader of
Damhead Power, Killingholme B and Teesside paper. Market
watchers speculate that Deutsche Bank’s power plant trading
activity is split roughly evenly between proprietary trading and
brokering.

Market watchers say Simon Mullaly, a trader at Deutsche
Bank, has been promoted to head the distressed debt team.
Calls to Mullaly were not returned and Foulston could not be
reached for comment.

…As Distressed Debt Analyst 
Joins Hedge Fund
Martin Tonnby, a distressed debt analyst who left Deutsche
Bank this spring (PFR, 3/21), has resurfaced at the London office
of Sagamore Hill Capital Management, a New York hedge fund.
Market watchers say Tonnby joined early May and will continue
to focus on investing in distressed debt, at least initially. Tonnby
declined to comment. SHCM runs the $1 billion multi-strategy
Sagamore Hill fund, according to PFR sister publication
Alternative Investment News. 

Prebon Hires Innogy Coal 
Trading Chief
Prebon Marshall Yamane has hired Sharon Millar, head of
coal trading at U.K. utility RWE Innogy, to head up and build
a London-based coal broking desk. Millar, who joined last
week, declined to comment and calls to Andrew Polydor,
managing director and head of energy for Europe, were not
returned. A spokesman for Swindon-based Innogy was unable
to provide details by press time.

The appointment of Millar comes as Prebon is embroiled in a
GBP2 million legal battle with rival commodity broker ICAP
over its failed recruitment of ICAP’s three-strong coal team.
Early this spring Prebon claimed in a press release that it had
signed employment contracts with ICAP’s George

Dranganoudis, Dennis Walton and Alexander Newman, only
for the team to remain with ICAP after agreeing to a more
lucrative counter-offer.

At the time, Prebon’s chief executive Tony Verrier said the
inter-dealer broker would be issuing High Court proceedings
against ICAP and the three individuals concerned.

Italian Co. Seen Halting Sale
Italian white goods giant Merloni Elettrodomestici has
reportedly put on ice the sale of two 150 MW power plants in
the Campania and Emilia Romagna regions of Italy, says a
financier in Italy tracking the sale. Merloni had been in talks
with Boston-based private equity firm ArcLight Capital Partners
about acquiring the “CIP 6” cogeneration plants (PFR, 2/8).

Merloni is thought to have nixed a sale, at least temporarily,
because it didn’t receive a high enough bid. 

Merloni entered the power generation market in the early
1990s after the Italian government passed the “CIP 6” energy
decree. Like the qualifying facility regime in the U.S., CIP 6
encouraged the development of environmentally efficient
cogeneration facilities through the drawing up of above-market
offtake arrangements or preferential dispatch arrangements
with the grid. 

Inside-The-Fence Sale 
Forges Ahead
Nations Energy, a Chicago-based boutique that specializes in
developing inside-the-fence cogeneration plants, was looking
to receive offers late last week on two contracted CHP plants
and a project that it put up for sale early this year, says an
official tracking the sale. A successful auction would
effectively liquidate the company. Calls to CFO Doug Fear
were not returned. 

Nations Energy approached several potential bidders early
this spring, but one market watcher says it is looking to bundle
all three assets together in a single lot and he argues this could
discourage some bidders. Some suitors may not be willing to
acquire a uncomplete project, he explains. 

The assets on the block are a 32 MW plant in Mingo
Junction, Ohio, that produces 520,000 pounds of steam and
has a long-term offtake contract with Wheeling-Pittsburgh
Steel’s Mingo Junction Mill, and a 7 MW generation plant
that serves an industrial park in Southbridge, Mass. Nations
Energy is also developing a 80 MW Bayport plant in Texas,
which is set to supply power and steam to adjacent industrial
plants owned by Calgary-based Nova Chemicals and Houston-
based Atofina Petrochemicals, when it comes on line this year. 
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Ex-Nisource Chief Sees Return 
To M&A Go-Go Days 
The decline in Wall Street analyst coverage of power
companies means many are simply falling off investors’ radar
screens and the resulting fear and loathing among chief
executives will drive a resurgence in merger activity, according
to Stephen Adik, former vice chairman of Merrillville, Ind.-
based NiSource. “We’re back to everyone talking to everyone,”
he noted. “Eighteen months out [we] will see aggressive merger
activity,” he predicted.  

Greater Federal Role Needed 
To Resolve T&D Problems

Attempts to resolve problems with the
transmission and distribution network are
failing because of short-termism and
disputes over who should pay, a situation
that some panelists believe requires a more
muscular approach at the federal level. 

“A short-term perspective can be
paralyzing,” said Peter Flynn, v.p. & deputy

general counsel at National Grid USA, referring to an
interminable dispute over upgrading the transmission grid
between south Connecticut and Maine.  “If you believe in
competition, markets have got to have a default mechanism in
place so [they] don’t get hung up on a case-by-case basis,” he
added. 

Merchant generators are operating on a playing field at a
45 degree tilt as a result of inadequate access to transmission,
argued Jolly Hayden, v.p.-transmission operations at Calpine.
“It’s extremely frustrating seeing inefficient plants being
dispatched,” he continued, adding the role of transmission
operators should be similar to that of air traffic controllers:
their primary job should be to ensure reliability and they
should have no vested interest in serving load. Under the
transmission industry’s voluntary reliability standards, failure
merely results in a slap on the wrist. “That isn’t good
enough,” he added.  

Fred Buckman, president and ceo of Trans-Elect, argued
that the Path 15 transmission project in California sets a

precedent for federal intervention circumventing decision-
making at the state level. The project—which involves
building an 84 mile, 500 KV line—had been on the drawing
board for 20 years and was stalled before the Department of
Energy stepped in and designated it a federal project, he
noted. Path 15 is expected to go into service later this year.
Trans-Elect has identified similar opportunities, which
Buckman declined to identify.

But, noted Larry Bruneel, v.p.-federal affairs at
International Transmission Co., the state can never be
removed from the decision-making process on the topic of
building new transmission projects. “The first question the
[Federal Energy Regulatory Commission] always asks is: ‘have
you worked it out with the state?’”

Another Fine Mess
Investment Community Takes Aim 
At Rating Agencies, Again  
In the two-and-a-half years since Enron’s demise the power
industry’s fury at what it sees as a disproportionate and tardy
response by the credit rating agencies is undiminished. “The
rating process has become a giant bait and switch game,”
asserted David Schanzer, first v.p. at Janney Montgomery
Scott, referring to what he says is the common practice of
rating agencies reneging on agreements with power
companies regarding what they need to do in order to be
upgraded. 

As a result of the rating agencies’ diminished credibility, the
bond markets pays less attention to ratings because they are no
longer a good indicator of where spreads should be, according
to John Beatty, managing director at New Harbor.

Another factor that has dramatically changed the
investment landscape is the emergence of some three dozen
long/short hedge funds that are active in the power sector,
explained Ed Tirello, managing director & senior power
strategist at Berenson & Co. A common strategy for funds
that are short a power company stock is to a apply a rating
agency’s rating methodology and then badger the agency to
lower the credit rating if they find the stock has a higher rating
than is warranted, he continued. 

At the same time, the dramatic decline in Wall Street

Annual Power Industry Forum 
Some 90 utility and IPP executives, private equity investors, financiers and analysts gathered at Infocast’s recent 11th Annual Power
Industry Forum in Washington, D.C., to discuss the outlook for generation, T&D and investment opportunities in the sector. Executive
editor Victor Kremer reports: 

Fred Buckman
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Viewpoint
The Emergence Of Wall Street’s Power Companies   

History repeats itself in the financial community, but no one
has seemed to notice, or remember, that way back in the go-go
1980s Wall Street’s financial institutions also took more than a
passing interest in getting into the physical energy business. At
the time they either bought or had access to physical assets of
oil refineries and hedged out their paper and physical risks.
Companies such as Salomon Brothers’ trading unit, Phibro,
and trading company Transworld Oil, bought refineries and
hedged production in the paper markets on the futures
exchanges, such as NYMEX, or in the over-the-counter energy
markets. In that way, they could speculate, but also had the
physical cover to deliver petroleum products. Those days
passed. The refineries were divested at handsome profits and
Wall Street has now moved on to gas and power trading. 

History Repeats Itself
Today, financial institutions are buying generation assets, and
are also moving into the physical gas and power trading. This

is reminiscent of their 1980s refining strategy. Moreover, Wall
Street knows how to maximize the financial value of these
undervalued generation assets. By this asset optimization
strategy, they are covered in both the physical and financial
markets, and will enjoy immense profits as the generation
asset market rebounds in the future, likely in the next three to
five years. Ironically, when this occurs, they most likely will
re-sell these assets to electric utilities. 

Staying On The Sidelines
While many energy players had expected foreign utilities
and multinational energy companies to leap into the void
left by the departing U.S. energy merchants and acquire
undervalued generation assets and utilities, they have been
hesitant to do so. Many foreign gas and electric utilities
worry that the U.S. is a case of failed deregulation, an
industry encumbered with murky and uncertain rules. They
are gun shy to invest and are, at best, only nibbling around

Annual Power Industry Forum (cont’d)

analyst coverage of utility stocks means that many smaller
companies are not covered at all, noted Tirello. This, he
argued, increases the likelihood of leveraged buyouts. New
Harbor’s Beatty noted that at the time of the Unisource
LBO not a single Wall Street analyst was covering the
stock. 

Waiting For Equilibrium
For Generators, Contracted Plant
Sales Is Only Game In Town
Owners of generation assets, driven by capital constraints and
a need to repair their balance sheets, face a stark choice
between selling merchant units at cents on the dollar or
getting close to face value for contracted plants—assets that
are often regarded as the crown jewels in any portfolio, Rick
Bowen, executive v.p.-generation at Dynegy, told delegates.
Sellers of contracted plants are looking to push debt
maturities out beyond ‘convergence’—when supply and
demand return to equilibrium. “It’s a gamble that most of us
in the industry are playing,” Bowen said. “It’s the only game
we have to play,” he added. 

And it could be a long wait for convergence. Gary

Hunt, v.p.-consulting at Henwood, estimated that
equilibrium won’t return to western U.S. power markets
until 2008, but in areas such as Entergy that date is
probably closer to 2018. 

One consequence of the dislocation in supply and demand
is that generation owners will monetize what is effectively a
call option on plants that have been mothballed, Dynegy’s
Bowen argued. Although plant owners still have to pay taxes
on mothballed facilities, the associated emissions allowances
and permits will almost certainly retain some value in the
secondary market. Similarly, generation owners will take the
raw equipment from unprofitable plants and ship it to areas
where the economics are more attractive, such as Latin
America. “One place I wouldn’t want to be is the gas turbine
market,” he noted. 

Conversely, for buyers of contracted assets the market
dislocation is an opportunity to make low double-digit
returns, according to David Field, managing director at Bear
Stearns. The Wall Street firm, which recently agreed to
acquire stakes in four qualifying facilities from American
Electric Power, sees an opportunity in replacing above-market
offtake agreements with lower cost power from the wholesale
market and refinancing these assets, he explained. 
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the edges. The big German utilities are either pulling out of
the U.S. or sitting on their hands. 

Meanwhile, the Asian utilities are watching and waiting. Big oil,
which understands the energy value chain, should be buying
utilities at these distressed prices. It certainly has the balance
sheet to do so. But the oil majors are scared of being tarred and
feathered as part “the big oil conspiracy theory” by both the
media and much of the U.S.’s reactive and ill-informed public. 

Reaction to today’s high U.S. gasoline prices, where oil
companies have been accused of price gouging, underscores
this fear. For in reality, the oil markets are at almost record
highs and gasoline prices must follow crude oil prices higher.
But the public perception is that there remains an international
big oil conspiracy that fixes prices.

The major oil companies know that they need to monetize
the natural gas assets that they sit on around the globe. And
many are going down the IPP route to meet this need
everywhere but in the U.S., due to the political pressures and
public perceptions highlighted above.

Wall Street
That leaves us with the financially astute Wall Street firms.
They see bargain-basement distressed electric power valuations
and have the financial wherewithal to move forward in today’s
uncertain and risky markets. But actually, given today’s
valuation levels, the risk that they’re taking is minimal. There
are over 200 GW of mostly gas-fired generation assets up for
sale that are a screaming buy. 

Why is that so? For one thing, we have been at the bottom of
the market for the past six to nine months and much of the bad
financial news from the electric utility and IPP sector has
already come out. 

While many buyers’ and sellers’ valuations remain far apart,
banks have stepped into the void and are buying these
distressed assets now. As demand picks up, generation surpluses
will be burned off and values will rise. 

Regional Recovery
The banks will not be long-term investors, but will divest these
recently acquired assets as prices rises. This will occur at
varying speeds, region by region. The nonsense of predictions
that there will be a power glut until 2012 or beyond shows a
clear lack of understanding of how much electric power is
consumed in the U.S. For example, the Pennsylvania-Jersey-
Maryland Interconnection is the third largest electric grid in
the world. Size matters. 

The ability to wheel power from areas of over supply to

where demand is highest, also shows that the system is
somewhat self-correcting when there is a supply-demand
imbalance. 

Secondly, there are many different power asset investment
plays such as tolling agreements, anchor tenants, power
purchase agreements and uncompleted plants that banks can
exploit.

While the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission rewrites
electricity market rules and is complemented by the intrusion
of overly zealous state regulators, in actuality little has
changed regarding the ultimate benefits of retail customer
choice for electricity after all this financial carnage. The
conservative cash-rich utilities that did nothing are now
hailed as being “smart.” 

Competition has barely emerged at the retail level. That
leaves wholesale trading and asset optimization as primed for
market rebuilding. The meltdown of Enron et al took liquidity
out of the energy trading market, and that liquidity is being
slowly replaced by the financial houses. 

However, Humpty Dumpty is not going to be put back
together again in the same way. Circumstances have
changed.

FERC, the SEC and the CFTC (plus the plethora of state
public utility commissions) are now intervening in markets
and are making the rules of the game just a little more
complex. The market model that is evolving is one of quasi-
regulated quasi-free markets. It is in essence a supply-
balancing market, where credit and counterparty risks are
scrupulously studied ad nauseum.

The new factors that must now be considered in any
investment decision are the impact of the new rules for
standard market design, regional transmission organizations,
location–based marginal pricing, congestion management,
and many other exogenous factors on the value of the
underlying asset. These new factors are overlooked by
valuation models of investment analysts. The regulatory
model impacts both the P&L and trading. The U.S. power
market is waiting to be reborn, and it is Wall Street that
drives this train. Watch this space.

This week’s Viewpoint was written by Peter C. Fusaro,
Chairman of Global Change Associates, a
New York-based energy risk advisory
boutique, and co-author of New York Times
best seller What Went Wrong at Enron and
several books on energy trading (www.global-
change.com). His company consults to hedge
funds, investment banks, governments and
energy companies globally.Peter C. Fusaro
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Generation Auction & Sale Calendar
Following is a directory of ongoing generation asset sales. The accuracy of the information, which is derived from many
sources, is deemed reliable but cannot be guaranteed. To report new auctions or changes in the status of a sale, please call
Will Ainger, managing editor, at (44-20) 7303-1735 or e-mail wainger@euromoneyplc.com.

Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
AEP Fiddler’s Ferry U.K. 2,000 Coal Lexigon Intention to sell.

Ferry Bridge U.K. 2,000 Coal Lexigon
El Bajio Mexico 600 (50%) Gas WestLB

AES Wolf Hollow Texas 730 Gas N/A Ongoing.
Granite Ridge N.H. 720 Gas
Termomamonal Colombia 90 Gas
Ottana Italy 140 Gas None Ongoing

AES Fifoots Point Fifoots Point U.K. 363 Coal KPMG (Administrator) Looking to sell plant.

Allegheny Energy Supply Armstrong Penn. 356 Coal J.P. Morgan Ongoing.
Hatfield Penn. 1,600 (75%) Coal Citibank
Mitchell Penn. 442 Coal J.P. Morgan

BP Great Yarmouth U.K. 400 Gas J.P. Morgan Intention to sell.

Black Hills Energy Pepperell Mass. 40 Gas - Intention to sell.

CenterPointEnergy Texas Genco portfolio Texas 14,175 Variety - Reliant has passed up option to 
(12 plants) purchase portfolio.

CMS Energy Ensenada Argentina 128 Gas Not chosen Announced intention to sell.
CT Mendoza Argentina 520 Gas J.P. Morgan
El Chocon Argentina 1,320 Hydro J.P. Morgan

Citi-led bank group Lake Road Conn. 840 Gas Lehman Bros. Seperate auction for each plant.
(NEG developed plants) La Paloma Calif. 1,121 Gas Lehman Bros.

ConocoPhilips IngIeside Texas 440 (50%) Gas None Looking to sell stake by June.

Damhead Power Damhead U.K. 800 Gas E&Y Banks Looking To Divest Ownership.

Delta Power Lowell Power Mass. 82 Gas None Actively pursuing a sale.

Duke Energy North America Hot Spring Energy Facility Ark. 620 Gas CSFB Has agreed sale with Matlin Patterson.
Murray Energy Ga. 1,240 Gas
Sandersville Energy Ga. 640 Gas
Marshall Energy Kty. 640 Gas/oil
Hinds Energy Facility Miss. 520 Gas
Southhaven Energy Miss. 640 Gas
Enterprise Energy Miss. 640 Gas
New Albany Energy Miss. 385 Gas

Lee Energy Ill. 640 Gas J.P. Morgan -
Bridgeport Energy Conn. 480 (67%) Gas
Grays Harbor (in construction) Wash. 650 Gas
Deming Energy (in construction) N.M. 570 Gas
Moapa Energy Nev. 1,200 Gas
Griffith Energy (50%) Ariz. 600 Gas
Maine Independence Maine 520 Gas

Dynegy Oyster Creek Texas 424 (50%) Gas N/A Ongoing.
Hartwell Ga. 300 (50%) Gas
Michigan Power Mich. 123 (50%) Gas
Commonwealth Va. 340 (50%) Gas

El Paso Europe Enfield U.K. 396 (25%) Gas No Advisor Looking to exit Europe.
EMA Power Hungary 70 Coal
Kladna Czech Rep. 350 Coal
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El Paso North America Bastrop Texas 543 (50%) Gas Final bids due.
(Merchant assets) Bayonne N.J. 186 Gas

Berkshire Mass. 261 (56.41%) Gas
Camden N.J. 149 Gas
CDECCA Conn. 62 Gas
Eagle Point N.J. 233 Gas
Fulton N.Y. 45 Gas
Milford Conn. 540 (45%) Gas
Newark Bay N.J. 147 Gas
Pawtucket R.I. 67 Gas
Rensselaer N.Y. 79 Gas
San Joaquin Calif 48 Gas

El Paso North America Midland Cogen Miss. 1,500 (44%) Gas Citigroup Set to sell majority of QF portfolio to AIG.
(Contracted assets) Prime N.J. 66 (50%) Gas

Edison Mission Energy Derwent U.K. 214 (33%) Gas CSFB/Lehman Has received initial non-binding bids.
Dinorwig U.K. 1,728 Pumped-storage
Ffestiniog U.K. 360 Pumped-storage
ISAB Energy Italy 512 (50%) Waste
ICPV4 Italy 312 (50%) Wind
Spanish Hydro Spain 86 Hydro
Doga Energy Turkey 180 (80%) Gas
CBK Philipinnes 728 (50%) Pumped-storage
Clyde N.Z. 432 (51% Hydro
Kwinana Australia 116 (70%) Gas
Loy Yang B Australia 1,000 Gas
New Plymouth N.Z. 464 (51%) Gas
Oakey Australia 300 (12%) Gas
Ohaaki N.Z. 104 (51%) Gas
Otahuhu A N.Z. 45 (51%) Gas
Otahuhu B N.Z. 372 (51%) Gas
Poihipi N.Z. 55 (51%) Steam
Roxburgh N.Z. 320 (51%) Hydro
Te Rapa N.Z. 45 (51%) Gas
Valley Power Australia 300 (60%) Gas
Wairekei N.Z. 165 (51%) Steam
Paiton Indonesia 1,230 (40%) Coal
Tri Energy Thailand 700 (25%) Gas

Endesa Conatillor Chile 172 Hydro N/A Ongoing.

EnCana Cavalier Alberta 106 Gas HSBC Launched sale in April. Looking to 
Balzac Alberta 106 Gas HSBC exit generation business.
Kingston Ontario 110 (25%) Gas HSBC

Energy East Ginna N.Y. 470 Nuclear J.P. Morgan/Concentric Agreed sale to Constellation Energy.

Entergy Asset Management Crete Ill. 320 Gas Deutsche Bank ArcLight is set to acquire Entergy’s 50% stake.
Robert Ritchie Ark. 544 Gas/oil Launched sale in September.
Warren Power Miss. 314 Gas
Top of Iowa Iowa 80 Wind
RS Cogen La. 425 (49%) CHP
Roy S. Nelson La. 550 (20%) Coal
Harrison County Texas 550 (70%) Gas
Independence Ark. 842 (15%) Coal

Ernst & Young Corporate Bear Swamp Mass. 599 Hydro E&Y Exploring sale.
Finance (representing 
secured creditors)

Exelon Mystic 8 Mass. 800 Gas Lehman Bros. Has shortlisted bidders. Looking to execute 
Mystic 9 Mass. 800 Gas a quick sale.
Fore River Mass. 800 Gas

Fife Power Fife U.K. 115 Coal E&Y (Administrator) El Paso placed plant in administration.

HSBC-led creditor group Attala Miss. 526 Gas HSBC Ongoing.

InterGen El Bajio Mexico 600 (50%) Gas No Advisor Ongoing.

Generation Auction & Sale Calendar (cont’d)
Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
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Killingholme Power Killingholme B U.K. 800 Gas N/A Banks looking to divest ownership.

LG&E Power Roanoke Valley N.C. 178 (50%) Coal N/A Ongoing.
Gregory Power Texas 550 (50%) Gas
Palm Springs Calif. 42 (50%) Wind
Tyler Minn. 27 (50%) Wind

LG&E Power Van Horn Texas 41 (33%) Wind N/A Sent out RFP in April.
Tarifa Spain 30 (46%) Wind

Mirant Kendall Mass. 270 Oil CSFB Ongoing.
Shady Hills Fla. 474 Gas BofA
West Georgia Ga. 640 Gas
Bosque County Texas 538 Gas
Wichita Falls Texas 77 Gas

Morrow Power Boardman Ore. 28 Gas Marathon Capital Looking to select bidder by June.

National Energy Gas Cedar Bay Fla. 258 (64%) Coal Lazard Ongoing.
& Transmission Panther Creek Penn. 80 (55%) Coal

Logan               N.J. 226 (50%) Coal
Northampton          Penn. 110 (50%) Coal
Indiantown          Fla. 330 (51%) Coal
Carneys Point N.J. 245 (51%) Coal
Selkirk             N.Y. 345 (42%) Gas
Altresco Pittsfield Mass. 173 (89%) Gas
Masspower            Mass. 267 (13%) Gas
Scrubgrass Penn. 87 (51%) Coal
Colstrip Energy Mont. 40 (17%) Coal
Hermiston Ore. 474 (25%) Gas
Salem Harbor Mass. 745 Coal & Oil
Pittsfield Mass. 173 Gas
Brayton Point Station Mass. 1,599 Coal  
Manchester Street Station R.I. 495 Gas

Nations Energy Bayport Texas 80 N/A Considering liquiditing the company.
Mungo Junction Ohio 32
Southbridge Mass. 7

Oman (Ministry of Housing, Rusail Oman 730 Gas CSFB -
Electricity & Water) Ghubratt  Oman 507 CHP

Wad AlJazzi Oman 350 Gas

Reliant Energy Carr Street N.Y. 95 Oil Goldman Ongoing.
71 Hydro Plants N.Y. 675 Hydro
Astoria N.Y. 1,276 Gas
Gowanus N.Y. 549 Gas
Narrows N.Y. 281 Gas

SG-led bank group Athens N.Y. 1,080 Gas Blackstone Assessing bids.
(NEG developed plants) Covert Mich. 1,170 Gas

Harquahala Ariz. 1,092 Gas
Millennium Mass. 360 Gas

STEAG Iskenderun Turkey 1,320 Gas Morgan Stanley Ongoing.
Termopaipa IV Philippines 185 Gas

TECO Energy Gila River Power Station Ariz. 2,300 Gas N/A Considering exiting the merchant energy business.
Odessa Power Station Texas 1,000 Gas
Guadalupe Power Station Texas 1,000 Gas
Frontera Power Station Texas 477 Gas
Dell Power Station Ark. 540 Gas
Union Power Station Ark. 2,200 Gas
McAdams Power Station La. 599 Gas
Commonwealth Chesapeake Va. 315 Gas

Tractebel North America Chehalis Wash. 520 Gas N/A Looking to sell or swap.

United Utilities Landfill Generation Portolio U.K. 50 MW Landfill RBC Capital Markets Set to launch sale in May.

Generation Auction & Sale Calendar (cont’d)
Seller Plants Location MW Plant Type Advisor Status
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Financing Record (APRIL 28 - MAY 13)

Bonds
Issue Maturity Issuer Amount Offer Coupon Type of Security Spread to Moody’s S&P Bookrunner(s)
Date ($ mil) Price (%) Benchmark
5/6/04 5/20/11 ENEL 906 99.553 4.125 Fxd/Straight Bd - A1 A+ ABN/Barclays/BNP/BIMOB/MEDIO
5/6/04 5/20/24 ENEL 906 98.586 5.25 Fxd/Straight Bd - A1 A+ ABN/Barclays/BNP/BIMOB/MEDIO
5/7/04 6/22/07 RWE 546.8 100 Zero Exchangeable Bd - NR NR DrKW/JP Morgan
5/10/04 5/15/14 Duquesne Light 200 99.888 5.7 Fst Mtg Bonds 94 Baa1 BBB+ Citi/Bank One Capital
5/11/04 7/1/11 Peace Power Generator 21.7 100 2.47 Fxd/Straight Bd - NR NR Grand Cathay
5/11/04 7/1/11 Peace Power Generator 20.6 100 Varies Notes - NR NR Grand Cathay
4/29/04 3/30/24 Tenaska VI Partners 483.5 100 6.119 Sr Sec Bonds 170 Baa3 BBB- Lehman/Credit Lyonnais
5/3/04 5/1/34 Interstate Power & Light 100 99.654 6.3 Notes 105 Baa1 BBB Lehman/Merrill

M&A
Date Date Target Name Target Target Acquiror Name Acquiror Acquiror Deal Value 
Announced Effective Advisors Country Advisors Country ($mil)
4/29/04 - Changchun Gas - China Changchun Gas Holding - China -
4/30/04 4/30/04 Cemar - Brazil Investor Group - Brazil -
5/3/04 - NEGT - U.S. Creditors - Unknown -
5/3/04 - Piedras Negras Gas - Mexico Coahuila Pipeline - U.S. 2
5/3/04 5/3/04 SmVAK - Czech Republic Penta Group - Slovak Rep. -
5/4/04 - Duke Energy-Merchant Assets CSFB U.S. KGen Partners - U.S. 475
5/5/04 5/5/04 Boralex Athens Energy - U.S. Georgia-Pacific - U.S. -
5/5/04 5/5/04 CEG Calore Elettricita Gas - Italy GEI Gestione Energetica - Italy -
5/5/04 5/5/04 Metanifera di Gavirate SpA - Spain GEI Gestione Energetica - Italy -
5/10/04 - Hafslund ASA Norway Fortum Oyj - Finland 2,437.27
5/6/04 - NRG Energy-Batesville Elec Gen - U.S. Complete Energy Partners - U.S. 330.5
5/10/04 - Corporacion Eolica CESA SA - Spain Bridgepoint Capital - U.K. 53.28
5/6/04 - Duquesne Light U.S. PJM Interconnection - U.S. -
5/6/04 - Sarawak Electricity Supply - Malaysia Sarawak Enterprise - Malaysia -
5/10/04 - Network Waitaki - New Zealand Aurora Energy - Australia -
5/11/04 - - - U.S. Thermal North America - U.S. -

Source: Thomson Financial Securities Data Company. For more information, call Rich Peterson at (973) 645-9701.
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BANK-OWNED GENCO APPOINTSFORMER TXU EXEC AS CHIEFCGE Power, an investment vehicle set up by sixof the leading U.K. project finance banks to poolmany of the country’s standalone power plants, isset to appoint former TXU Europe executive EddieHyams as its first chief executive. Hyams could not bereached, and bankers close to CGE declined tocomment.
Market watchers say Hyams is set to take day-to-dayoperational control of the newly formed company,previously dubbed Project JOE, while Chairman Jim Forbes will take on more of afigurehead role. One banker argues the division of responsibilities makes sense givenHyams’ strong understanding of the U.K. generation market as a result of his previous role

(continued on page 12)

Cogentrix Creditors MullForeclosure
Creditors are considering foreclosing onCogentrix’s Southaven plant in Mississippi.

See story, page 2

TransCanada Takes
Pipeline Pole PositionTransCanada has emerged as the front-runner to win National Energy & GasTransmission’s Gas TransmissionNorthwest pipeline.

See story, page 2
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End Game
AIG, NOBLE SLUG IT OUT AS EL PASO QF AUCTION NEARS CONCLUSION El Paso Corp. is close to selling its entire portfolio of 27 contracted power plants andofficials tracking the auction say it has come down to a two-horse race between AIG andNoble Power Assets, a Chester, Conn.-based energy investment boutique. Aaron Woods,an El Paso spokesman in Houston, says the company anticipates closing a deal soon,declining further comment. Walter Howard, ceo of Noble, did not return calls and JohnQuirke, senior v.p. of operations, declined comment. An official at AIG declinedcomment. 
Several market officials say Noble, which is backed by private equity heavyweights

(continued on page 11)FPL ENERGY EXPLORES SALE OF MERCHANT ASSETSFPL Energy, the IPP arm of FPL Group, is considering divesting much of its U.S.merchant generation portfolio and has been holding talks with Lehman Brothers aboutconducting the auction. The Juno Beach, Fla.-based company has put all its merchantplants under the microscope, says an industry official, adding it is particularly interestedin unloading three newly built natural gas-fired plants in Texas, with a combined capacityof 3,355 MW, as well as some assets in the Northeast. It could not be determined by press time whether Lehman had been retained to adviseon the sale or whether FPL is also considering hiring another advisor. Lanie Fagan, aspokeswoman at FPL Energy, could not provide comment by press time. Calls to bankers
(continued on page 12)
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Quote Of The Week
“It’s a gamble that most of us in the industry are playing. It’s the
only game we have to play.”—Rick Bowen, executive v.p.-generation
at Dynegy, on how sellers of contracted plants are looking to push
debt maturities out until supply and demand returns to equilibrium in
the wholesale power market (see story, page 6).

One Year Ago In Power Finance & Risk
A joint venture between the U.K.’s National Grid Transco and
Statnett of Norway was looking to raise some $1 billion in
project-level bank financing to fund the construction of the
world’s longest electricity interconnector. The 500 mile
submarine interconnector was scheduled to be operational by
2008. [The plan was put on ice late last summer when the
Norwegian government said it would be reluctant to inject
public money into project.]

Until now, Goldman Sachs has been widely tipped as the
likeliest acquirer of NEGT’s QF business, in part because it
already owns a stake in many of the power stations through its
$2.4 billion acquisition of Cogentrix (PFR, 10/27). “I’m
shocked. My money was firmly on Goldman,” says one
banker. Larry Kellerman, managing director and president at
Cogentrix, declined to comment.

ArcLight is already an active investor in contracted power plants
in the U.S. Last November it agreed to acquire a portfolio of 12
QFs from Kansas City, Mo.-based Aquila for $300.9 million. 

NEGT and its financial advisor Lazard Frères pre-qualified
a handful of suitors late last year to bid for the QFs, and asked
for preliminary offers on Dec. 12.

NEGT’s QF portfolio consists of 1,043 MW of net
capacity, primarily situated in the Northeast and Florida
(PFR, 11/10). NEGT also partly owns two QFs in Oregon
and California. Its largest position is a 65% stake in the
258 MW Cedars Bay coal-fired combined heat and power
plant in Jacksonville, Fla.

All the plants, bar those on the West Coast, are partly
owned by Charlotte, N.C.-based Cogentrix. —W.A. 

ARCLIGHT SEEN
(continued from page 1)

divesting their project debt exposure to key U.K. power plants
that CGE intended to acquire. The rationale behind the pact
was that selling non-recourse debt to investors that weren’t

supportive of CGE’s plant
consolidation plans would
undermine CGE’s ability to
acquire assets. CGE
presented a bid to acquire
Drax in February.

But on April 30, CGE’s
sponsors agreed to relinquish
the embargo on selling Drax

paper. Within the day Abbey had already liquidated its
position and was shortly followed by two other banks. One
financier says the sudden pick up in selling pressure caused
Drax paper to fall sharply in price. The A2/A3 and equity
tranches—which trade as a single package—softened in price
from near 120 before the sale to 112 last week. “They are
cutting each others’ throats as they scramble to get out of
Drax,” quips one broker. But not all commentators agree that
the selling caused Drax bond prices to fall. Michael Ridley, a
debt analyst at Citigroup in London, says the whole high-yield
market has softened in recent weeks.

Perhaps of longer term significance, the debt sales also cast a
pall over CGEs much-vaunted plan of building a 12 GW U.K.
IPP. Drax was supposed to be the cornerstone of the new IPP,
says one financier, who adds that without the plant CGE is
unlikely to achieve quite such a critical mass. 

“I never thought it was likely that CGE would acquire
[Drax]. It’s too big an asset,” says Ridley.

An official close to CGE denies that it has given up on
plans to acquire Drax, but concedes that any tie-up is now on

CGE POWER
(continued from page 1)

By structuring a long-dated PPA with an investment-grade
off-taker, the bidders would be able to employ greater leverage
and therefore offer sweetened terms, according to a senior energy
trader in New York. UBS, on the other hand, would have to get
comfortable with significant credit risk in the event of outages at
the plants, another senior energy market official notes. 

Worenklein’s bid is believed to be backed by a large group
of private equity players, including ArcLight Capital Partners.
The auction has drawn strong interest across the board from
private equity players (PFR, 4/18). 

—Victor Kremer

WORENKLEIN-LED
(continued from page 1)

the back burner. “It’s not a priority for CGE at this moment,
but it may come back later.”

The official adds removing Drax from its shopping list will
allow CGE to better focus on acquiring smaller, more
accessible power plants. 

—Will Ainger

Drax 
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